Famous Hawaii

There are famous places and people in Hawaii. There are three famous people you will read about. Tia Carrere is a famous singer and actor from Hawaii. Another famous person is Duke Paoa Kahamamoku. This Mr. Kahamamoku is famous because he is an Olympic swimmer. The last famous person you will read about is George Ariyoshi. Mr. Ariyoshi is famous because he is the first Japanese American to

There are also famous places you can see in Hawaii. One of them is the Honolulu Community College. There you can see dinosaur exhibits. The dinosaur exhibit includes fossils, and dinosaur bones, too.

Another famous place you can visit is the Loren Adam’s Museum of Fine Art. There you can see beautiful paintings. You can also learn about the artists who

At the beaches in Hawaii you can either relax and read a book while a small breeze cools you down or if you know how, you can go surfing in the Pacific Ocean or you can go swimming.

When did Hawaii join the union you ask? Hawaii joined the union on August 21, 1959. Hawaii is also the 50th state to join the union, obviously the last state.